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I Want Love
 
I want...
Acceptance
Respect
Communication
Patience
Truth
Commitment
Joy
 
I want...
Envy
Pain
Selfishness
Blindness
Falseness
Imperfection
 
For those who have had the chance to love, they know it's packed with many
emotions, but for many, unlucky few, love is still just a far, flung notion.
 
Love is not perfect or exact, it's a bitter, sweet mixture of emotion and affection,
that when blended together concocts something unique and special.
 
Many people only want the bright side of love, but I understand that you have to
take the good with the bad and accept in my mind that true love is not rushed;
merely built over time.
 
P.S. I Want Love
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Suicidal Release
 
Pain in my heart....
Note in my hand....
My life has not been so grand....
I'm searching for a means to an end....
 
It must be quick....
Painless no doubt...
it also should be the cleanest route....
 
A gun too messy...
a noose how awful...
my wrist now i see...
Is the best way to thee...
 
The teeth of the blade caressed my wrist-Oh how it felt so free...
As the blood dripped down....My sorrows drowned
And I'm not bound by the hate people threw at me
Now, in death, peacefully, I can be
 
At peace
My great suicidal release
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Suicide On The Brain
 
Suicide climbed into my head,
Suicide made me wish I were dead,
Suicide whispered in my ear,
Suicide said have no fear,
Suicide put the knife in my hand,
Suicide said it'll all soon end,
Suicide sang a soft lullaby,
Suicide watched me die.
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Tragedy's Brightside
 
We relish the good times....Why?
the shocking truth, albeit tragedy seems sly, unfair, and evil... it gives us an
aesthetic view of our happiest, simple days... on good days we remember not
what makes them wonderful, but why they aren't terrible... in the pit of our
darkest days, the promise of good days is how we find the strength to climb from
the pitt.
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